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Bending of a T-beam

Overview

Element Type(s): B3D

Analysis Type(s): STAT

Procedure(s):

Topic(s):

Module(s): AQB, ASE

Input file(s): t beam.dat

1 Problem Description

An asymmetric T-beam is supported as shown in Fig. 1 and subjected to uniform bending Mz. Determine
the maximum tensile and compressive bending stresses.
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Figure 1: Model Properties

2 Reference Solution

According to the discussion in Benchmark Example no. 3, it follows that the maximum tensile and
compressive stresses in a beam in pure bending are proportional to the distances of the most remote
fibers from the neutral axis of the cross-section. When the centroid of the cross-section is not at the
middle of the depth, as, for instance, in the case of a T-beam, let h1 and h2 denote the distances from
the neutral axis to the outermost fibers in the downward and upward directions (Fig. 1) respectively.
Then for a bending moment Mz, we obtain the maximum tensile and compressive stresses [1]:

σm =
Mzh1

z
and σmn = −

Mzh2

z
. (1)

3 Model and Results

The properties of the model are defined in Table 1. Distances from the centroid to the top and bottom of
the beam are calculated as 14 cm and 6 cm respectively. The results are presented in Table 2. Figure
2 shows the distribution of the stresses along the cross-section.
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Table 1: Model Properties

Material Properties Geometric Properties Loading

E = 30000MP  = 1m Mz = 100 kNm

h = 20 cm

h1 = 6 cm, h2 = 14 cm

b = 9 cm

teb = 1.5 cm

tƒ nge = 4 cm

z = 2000 cm4

Table 2: Results

SOF. Ref.

σm [MPa] 300 300

σmn [MPa] −700 −700

00.0

00.001 00.001

00.001 00.001

00.003 00.003

00.003 00.003

00.001 00.001

00.001 00.001

00.003

00.003

00.007- 00.007-

00.007- 00.007-

00.007- 00.007-

00.007-

Figure 2: Distribution of Stresses

4 Conclusion

This example shows the derivation of stresses for beams with asymmetric cross-section in which the
centroid of the cross-section is not at the middle of the depth. It has been shown that the behaviour of
the beam is captured with an excellent accuracy.
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